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Ransomware & Cryptojacking
2019 Cyber Security Threat Landscape



Ransomware Defined

Ø Ransomware: a type of 
malicious software designed 
to block access to a 
computer system until a sum 
of money is paid (a.k.a. 
“cryptoviral extortion”)



Ransomware Trends
Ø Globally increasing by 350% in 2017, ransomware 

represents 7% of total malware – up from 1% 20161

Ø Average attack in 2017 yielded $1077 per instance2

Ø Ransomware damages reached $5 billion in 20173

Ø Phishing emails are the top ransomware delivery 
method, followed by malicious websites, web ads and 
clickbait4

Ø Cost of downtime is 10 times higher than the ransom 
demanded per incident5

Ø 75% of organizations infected with ransomware were 
running up-to-date endpoint protection6

Ø FedEx, Atlanta city government, hospitals, banks
Ø Can shift to destructive malware at any time



Ransomware Trends
Ø Consumer infections on 

decline
Ø Larger businesses are high 

value targets, fewer hits
Ø SMBs are largest target 

space, most hits
Ø Healthcare, financial and 

professional services lead

Ø Number of families on 
decline

Ø Number of variants 
increasing
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Your Money or Your Data
Ø Because money; Sutton’s Law
Ø If it didn’t work, they wouldn’t do it
Ø Ease of creation
Ø Ease of distribution
Ø Ease of collection
Ø Relatively hard to attribute
Ø SMBs don’t have $$ for infrastructure or staff
Ø Big business has more at risk and can pay more
Ø Expect significant collateral damage
Ø Resilience measures are now minimum bar



Ransomware Future
Ø Cybersecurity Ventures predicts ransomware will 

cost $6 trillion annually by 202115

Ø 3 million devices with RDP connected to Internet16

Ø Forked approach
q Consumer, IoT/IIoT attacks will increase, smaller 

ransom, shotgun approach
q Bigger companies, bigger ransom, targeted recon

ü Infrastructure: electric, water, gas, oil, transportation
ü Banking
ü Gaming
ü Healthcare
ü Municipal



Cryptojacking Defined

Ø Cryptojacking: unauthorized 
use of someone else's 
computer to mine 
cryptocurrency (a.k.a. 
“malicious cryptomining”)



Cryptojacking Trends
Ø File-based, browser-based, IoT/IIoT, cloud, mobile

ØOften mirrors cryptocurrency value surges

Ø 100k botnet can mine $30k in 30 days9

Ø Replacing ransomware as most popular threat10

ØMalicious cryptomining made up nearly a third of 
attacks in the first half of 2018 — a statistic held by 
ransomware in the last half of 201711

Ø Crypto-mining malware detections jumped 96% in 
the first half of 201812

Ø By later 2018, statistics were around a 459% 
increase for the year13



A Little Electricity & Cycles
Ø Because money; Sutton’s Law
Ø If it didn’t work, they wouldn’t do it
Ø Ease of creation
Ø Ease of distribution
Ø Ease of collection
Ø Relatively hard to detect and attribute
Ø System performance, instability
Ø Low(er) impact if caught
Ø Legal system hasn’t really figured this one out yet
Ø Scales with cryptocurrency acceptance and target 

device growth



Cryptojacking Future
ØDepends on the international acceptance and 

value of cryptocurrencies
q Currently leaning toward higher acceptance and more 

stable value over time
ØDepends on scale required to profit

q Lower cryptocurrency value means more miners are 
needed in order to profit

q This will drive innovation to increase reach
Ø Cat-and-mouse for browser-based malware

q Pop-unders and similar techniques
q Detection evasion

ØWill likely shift to IoT/IIoT



Same Defense for Both
Ø Don’t pay ransom

q 1/5 don’t get their data back14

q $3M extorted without decryption17

Ø Have a plan; practice the plan
q Include destructive malware (wipers)
q Include varying layers of manual operations
q Well-maintained build documents/infrastructure
q Can be part of (attachment to) standard IR plan

Ø Frequent, tested backups
Ø Structured, regular updates
Ø Virtual infrastructure can help
Ø Network segmentation (intelligent islanding)
Ø Strong network monitoring & endpoint protection
Ø Phishing, spearphishing, browsing and awareness
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